7. What COVID-19 information would be most useful right now for the City of
Happy Valley to provide to your household?
Up to date info from medical experts on current recommendations, potential long-term implications of
ongoing infections or 2nd round, and estimated time frame for 2nd wave.
Opening things back up. Some people haven't even received unemployment. Stores, hair salons and
gyms need to open back up. People can social distance and practice good hygiene. Govenor makes it
seem too political on reopening.
What local businesses have confirmed cases of COVID-19 and what they did differently in response
Where any member of my family has or has had Covid-19. Testing?
I would like to see a larger availability of testing and access to the results of random testing in our area
Clear information on what is open when (businesses, parks, trails etc)
Enforce teens to stay out of parks! Parents need to rake things seriously and. It selfishly
Which local stores and businesses remain open for in person or online service.
How much longer shelter are home order will remain in place
Local impact
Get this city going and make people wear PPE, etc. This isn't going away, and we need a plan to
REOPEN!!!
Doing a good job
That the City of HV is not going to push decisions on major recreational areas while we are staying at
home,..this builds trust within the community of our local government.
Counseling tips: Ways to manage the stress factors associated with being an essential healthcare worker
and working 12 hours a day, 5-6 days per week with no end in sight. Trying to be okay with my free time
and not feel guilty that I could be helping more people or managing the plethora of priorities as a
Human Resources professional in a healthcare facility and managing all the COVID leaves and trying to
convince people who are scared to come to work. I’m over 60 and I show up every day.
Balanced truth, not fear mongering. We need leadership willing to see through the media hysteria and
get us back to work.
What is happening with school next year (safety and cleaning measures), city drive thru parade for
Memorial Day or another holiday
Number of cases in Happy Valley.
Accurate statistics
Is there any area in Happy Valley/Sunnyside/Damascus that has any cluster of COVID-19 effected
people?

Give me the best way to get a test if needed.
Phase information for our state. How to help others that are struggling financially during this tine.
Local and regional hotspots. Reopening plans. What to expect in reopening.
Geographic locations of area infections -- but only generally, not to identify specific persons or
residences. For example, it would be very useful to know which (if any) grocery stores are associated
with covid infections.
I think the city should mandate that All local businesses require/supply masks For their employees and
require all customers to wear a face cover as well. There should also be hand sanitizer available to all
staff and customers upon entering and exiting any HV business open to the public. These simple
measures will help keep our workers, our customers and our community safe.
That all residents have the freedom to earn an income.
Information about testing.
The CDC is providing everything already. Don't need more info.
Continued info on additional numbers of cases and deaths. We do need to stay on course.
Nothing more is needed.
How to recall Governor Brown
To make it local, it would be great to show lists of local businesses who are open/offering take out. I love
supporting small businesses in my immediate area. Would also be awesome to show support for your
local essential workers by calling out specific places! :)
Plans for reopening and saving local businesses and livelihoods.
Continue to update guidelines.
Updates on county positives.
Business opening and support opportunities.
I have no idea when Oregon is going to open up. How long our Stay at home orders are. Where to find
the governors orders
Cases in happy valley
We are good right now
How many cases we have and survival rates
The governor has said thing are going to start opening up in phases. What does that look like? A
timeline would be helpful. This probably exists somewhere but I haven’t seen it yet. Also, as that
happens, data on new cases, etc. would be useful.
Would love to see things open back up but still practicing social distancing, masks in stores. Allow us get
back to life and find a new normal.

When will local services be reopened
Infection rates in the city
The city has done a great job providing information.
Available resources for those unemployed due to virus
"FREEDOM LIFT ALL RESTRICTIONS OPEN FOR BUSINESS"
What is the plan to reopen
"How to get financial assistance when my money runs out. Where to go for food and supplies if I’m
unable to work and provide for my family."
None. Too much info already
When things will open back up
How many people in the community are infected
To know how many people in Happy Valley and Clackamas County have tested positive for Covid- 19.
Are there employees in stores who have gotten sick in our area?
Number infected in Happy Valley/Clackamas area
Infection rates and areas of high risk. If there’s been an infection, it would be helpful to know where
they’ve been within the last week.
None just open the businesses. They odds are slim.
How many infected people have the virus in Happy Valley?
"List of resources available to residents
What to expect as far as when city-provided services such as park and rec and library can reopen.
Emergency plans for residents in case of food shortages
Stat’s about virus to help residents understand reality.
Data on deaths in USA
Age of dead?
Other conditions?
Some facts please."
None. I get my information from my son who is a doctor and several friends who are doctors also. It’s
the most reliable info I can trust!!! Everything else is political nonsense!!!
For the state and counties to provide up-to-date data on how many current cases, new cases per a time
period (day or week), where are these infections taking place (a map would be nice), How many have

recovered, how many are currently on ventilators, how many deaths in a given period of time.
Transparency would equip citizens to make informed decisions.
Updated information of COVID in our areas.
Do we have any infected residents and if so, where did they get it.
This is horrible! Keeping us on lockdown! This is causing terrible mental issues for myself and my
family! Why can’t Governor Brown open up our state this is ridiculous we have been absolutely perfect
in lockdown and you were being penalized by not getting any information on when we’re opening up
and instead we hear today that in two weeks some rural areas will open up it’s still nothing for us why
do we even do this for her when she can’t even loosen up our state. I’m ready to start drinking or doing
drugs
Most useful would be for others in the area to have adequate information and hopefully more people
act on it. A lot of people wandering around out there in stores and on the streets not wearing masks.
Info re: timelines of reopening per Kate Brown
How many cases are in Happy Valley?
The curve and how it’s doing
We need to start getting our lives back to normal. I keep seeing more things “taken away” and our
Oregon numbers of the virus just do not support that! We should be putting some precautions into
place when adding back our freedoms, but it is a bit ridiculous that more is being taken away. For
instance the whole dog park situation, I don’t typically use the dog park much but all three areas are big
enough to have multiple families in there with such an Incredibly low risk of transmitting anything.
When walk around taking calculated risks all the time, this shouldn’t be blown out of proportion the way
it has been. 7 full weeks we have been home and enough is enough. Our poor business owners have to
be so stressed out about money and what this is doing to their families. Let’s move forward as a
community and state to get Oregon working and back on track. Keep the Vulnerable home and
protected, and get back to life. Too much is at stake to not move in that direction with mental emotional
wellbeing and financial ramifications.
That people are made aware this is a political push orchestrated by vile national and international
interests, and spread and facilitated by CNN and mainstream media. The most infectious virus is our
media and those who are hateful of the current administration or haven't the ability to discern.
City decisions about protective measures individuals can take and opening-up decisions in HV.
When are things going to reopen
I don’t need additional information
What number of city residents are actually affected? How many residents have passed away due to the
virus? The quarantine is beginning to feel more and more unnecessary at this point as Oregon has never
experienced the curve as predicted. Is the response and economic cost to our community worth
continuing the shut down as much of the rest of the country is now reopening? Having family that

works as OHSU, and having real data on the virus, I can say that we MUST not let politics get in the way,
and Oregon MUST begin to open back up.
Contact tracing!!
None, information has been readily available.
Number of cases in Happy Valley.
Why we are still in lockdown.
Too many people in Happy Valley are out and about. I’ve seen whole families out in the grocery stores. I
wish people would limit who goes to the stores (if they can).
Knowing how our community elected officials are contributing to community safety, health and
wellness. Where is the small business support? How the City plans to continue services without tax
revenue?
Don’t follow only governors thoughts, she is not going by science and what latest info shows
"COVID-19 statistics including # of cases and % tested within the city. Also, I worry most about
asymptomatic people."
Up to date information on local closures, modifications to parks and public area accessibility, and
resources available to city citizens.
Current guidelines for re-opening services. Any up to date information of new re-opening standards.
Estimated timelines for closures if known. Listing or services/businesses that are open or closed and if
they have modifications. It’d be helpful when trying to shop local and still comply with all social
distancing changes in place at each location.
Keep reinforcing social distancing to the stupid people who don’t seem to get it and try to get to close to
others.
Open
Contact tracing efforts (if any) and # of cases state, county, and city-wide. As much info about people
who have tested positive as possible
What to do when people are using public equipment and ballparks when they should not be
Number of cases in Happy Valley and Clackamas county.
I feel like the state level of information on what is being worked on, as we look to the future is way too
minimal!!
Open up businesses and protect those at risk.
Science based facts. Local areas of transmission to avoid and/or use greater caution. Resources for
PPE/masks for general public use. TESTING!! For both active and recovered virus. Contact tracing.
When things will reopen

A list of stores that REQUIRE its customers & employees to wear masks, would be great! I’d prefer to
shop in a mandatory mask environment. It’s frustrating to see only 1/2 the shoppers at Safeway in
protective gear.
If there are any people that have tested positive and if it was traced.
Notice when any restrictions are lifted.
WHEN WILL THINGS AND SERVICES OPEN NO INFO IS FORTH COMING
To know Happy Valley is going to use funds to help those impacted (job loss) by Covid-19, rather than
use money for selfish self interests
More accurate data as to how small of a actual threat COVID-19 is to us here.
I’m an RN and understand the importance and fundamentals of covid. It’s apparent that others in the
community don’t “get it” which makes it difficult as a mom to try to do the right thing, when my child
sees others are not. I struggle with enforcing the new rules and ideas of social distancing, when it’s very
clear many around are simply using this as an extended staycation.
Continue to update on city closures as we go thru this pandemic.
When is really safe to go back to work & More testing for essential workers before entering work place
were essential workers are needed ie food manufacturing. Tracking the virus for individuals that carry
virus not showing signs symptoms. And of course some kind of development of a drug that can fight it
specially for elderly.
How city is keeping common areas safe. Updates on changes for city summer events
Require everyone to wear a mask please
"Is there Covid19 in Happy Valley? How many cases? What does a Happy Valley do to support
businesses still open? Will Happy Valley close or report businesses that don’t meet guidelines for
Covid19."
Any local hot spots of infection and any unique local conditions relevant such as places where exercise is
or is not allowed outdoors and places to be avoided locally.
Antibody testing
How many people in my area are affected with COVID-19
Info on when services will be resumed.
Updates on new store hours, closures, what’s open for business, etc
I think there’s nothing different you can provide
Continue to keep public city spaces closed (city hall, HV Park, activities). Try to save our citizens from
their own bad judgement.
Local cases of COVID reported.

When we can expect things to start opening up again. When the stores will have adequate supply of
meat, toilet paper, hand soap, and other essentials.
How to encourage others to respect social distancing - my household is taking measures but we observe
many who are not: outdoors, in-stores, unsupervised children
When will start to get out of this
what is closed and what is open. also, when will businesses open.
"Local shopping hours. Local restaurants/bakery's still open that offer pickup/takeout + hours. Safe
areas open for the public to walk. It’s difficult living in an apartment without a yard or safe place to
walk"
As things reopen what the current “rules” are for different places. This store is only letting 10 people in,
wear mask, etc. what is open, etc
When will the small business be allowed to open? We need to go back to life!
What businesses are currently open, their business hours, any special requirements for customers; what
businesses are not open, when they may be opening, and any special limitations/requirements for safe
behavior as our City gradually re-opens. Daily announcements of new cases of Covid -19 and where they
are generally located; any new outbreak,”hot spots.”
Any cases local and plans for reopening city, restrictions for social distancing in place. Making masks
mandatory.
"No information for the city is necessary. There is plenty of info available elsewhere. No need to take
the time and spend money on such things. We do, however, need to begin quickly and carefully opening
business’s. It seems that the long term social and economic impacts of this virus, which may well be
worse than the impacts of otherwise healthy people contracting the virus, may be may be lessened with
a careful but aggressive plan to get things going again....soon please. I believe this is what we need from
our city government. Thank you"
"How to pay my bills! Update on when businesses will be able to open ...Tell Fred Meyers 172nd and
Sunnyside they are not abiding by laws...6ft rule not being abused by and not restricting amount of
people in store...leaving shoe and clothing dept open where everyone is touching stuff and most of all
employees in self check refuse to wipe screens, scanner and keypad ..twice now that I’ve been in.
Counseling offices requiring patients to Mandatory located inside their office! Instead of hallway."
Let us social distance in nature and reopen open spaces
I am a nurse... please refer people to the health dept or CDC for information. Please educate EVERYONE
THE CLINICS ARE OPEN AND SAFE FOR THEIR NEEDS AND TO HAVE THEM CONTACT THEIR HEALTHCARE
PROVIDERS!
Just keep reminding us that without the Trillions of dollars backstopping everything! we would be in a
depression due to covid -19 and without tax revenues city’s would not be paying their employees, our
food supply could easily have stopped. The Trillions are the only reason why the businesses that were
closed will have any chance of opening.

Plans for stepping forward from here.
Number of confirmed covid cases in hv
Keep providing updates as you have. Thank you!
Get our city and state back to normal and let us LIVE again....this is getting way more attention than it
should be!
Outbreaks in our State and local areas
Knowing here the outbreaks are happening i our community Frustrating seeing teenagers in groups
socializing and not practicing social distancing or wearing masks. Including the teenagers that are
working at the essential facilities.
"When the antibody tests will be available
Where are the test centers close to Happy Valley"
If / when there are cases in my city of Happy Valley.
Some solid factual information. Such as unreliable testing, death rate percentage, if you follow ALL the
information including international it seems that the Info about Covid-19 keeps changing as well as
information regarding the reliability of the testing available. I’m tired of politics getting in the way of
helping humans. “We” are way more important than political squabbles.
News on the community.
geographic areas of risk
The spread of the virus within community
What is being done to help families in need and what is state and local government doing to prevent
hardships. Support seems to be slow if at all and bills still are due.
What to do if someone in my household contracts COVID19.
Possible acces to testing.
Emotional support for essential HCP
Maybe ideas would To be outdoors For fitness while maintaining social distancing.
It would be nice to know general location of infected people. We see the numbers for Clackamas Co. but
this is a very big area.
Infection rates in our community
Just continued encouragement to people to stay home.
Lobby to Open the damn State.
I think Happy Valley has done a great job!

Letting us know what is open for walks. We understand playgrounds are shut down so are there places
with trails open?
Keep us updated with information about schools opening in fall in case we need to make alternative
plans.
The step by step plan for safely resuming life and business activities.
Can our food stores in HV stand united and require masks when entering the store like New Season’s?
Most are not using masks!
Continued information on the seriousness of Covid-19 for our community. When it is not directly
affecting households people can get restless. It’s important that our community continue to have
accurate information to keep all of us safe.
Testing and how many people have the virus in our Area. How many have died. Testing, testing.
Information on businesses that are open or have new rules. What stores require masks to be worn? Can
I reserve books at the library and pick them up? When? What are the rules around walking through the
park?
Clackamas county numbers.
Where residents can either get tested for the virus and/or where they can get tested for the antibodies.
Frustrated by property taxes when I am getting no use out of my community.
Anything about plans to open. We have heard nothing. We need something/anything in order to plan.
Opening up the stores and services!
statistics about cases in the City. Information about City services.
More information regarding the extreme importance of continuing social distancing and wearing masks
when outside of the home.
Safety plan
When our small business reopen and go back work
You need to strictly enforce wearing masks in public. I have been to the grocery store several times and
I’m the only one wearing a mask
Updates on businesses/parks and services that open or become available as state orders relax a little. It
gets confusing what’s allowed and not allowed
Future Plans to re-open
Keeping us informed
I'm concerned that people can't be tested. How can we know anything if no one's being tested? Our son
thought he had the virus, went to the hospital and they wouldn't test him. None of the numbers can be
accurate without testing. How many deaths are being attributed to the virus that are really from some

other cause? I have no faith in our current leadership and feel like we are not getting any real
information.
Schooling, childcare issues.
Compare Covid activity to the rest of the death data to give perspective. We need a positive outlook to
make fears go away. This is all so ridiculous.
Knowing the incidence in Happy Valley.
Clarify which HV business types are open and closed.
What are police doing in Happy Valley to keep the community safe?
It’d be nice if others followed the rules.
Everything changes so quickly. I would like a place to go where I can find up to date 'rules' on social
distancing. Can I go to HV parks? Where do I need to where a mask? etc.
Clear, concise guidelines for being outside in public spaces. We really appreciate the social distancing
signs placed around trails and parks. Enforcement of social distancing practices through patrols and
warnings.
Where's the end to it all?
I think we have the information we need
Status of infections in the area. Enforcement of masks in public places
Future screening and testing options, visibly published protocol for safe transactions at essential
businesses.
closures/openings
I have everything I need for now.
Updates on local businesses opening and our Schools.
Can't think of any additional information.
Continue support from the City and updates as things change. You guys are doing a wonderful job!
"Information on social distancing regulations in regards to how it affects city parks and recreation
opportunities - continued closures, openings etc. Local business closure updates and hours/information
on businesses that are still open (not grocery stores).
Information on how to be helpful - who is taking donations and what they need. We are In sure of the
best ways to help this win need but would like to. Feeling a little frozen in that arena."
When will the shelter in place be lifted?
Rules for walking neighborhood and parks

I would like more information about PPE and testing, when will it be more readily available and how can
we use that to provide a safer environment in our community?
Constant numbers of infected, deaths and recoveries and where they are.
What kind of local help is available for people who lost their jobs due to Covid19 but that don’t qualify
for food stamps.
I have enough information now
I would like to see businesses start opening and allow people to be able to work, however strict safety
measures should be in place as well as social distancing.
Where we can get tested for Covid 19? And who can get tested?
How many HV residents have tested positive.
Where to get cleaning supplies
We don’t need information, we need the economy to reboot. We have been furloughed and have
mouths to feed and bills to pay. We are healthy and have been healthy and are low risk for contracting
the virus. The virus has a HIGH survivability rate and we did our part to flatten the curve.
Info re Happy Valley and surrounding areas impacted.
To support City businesses. It would be nice to have a list of the stores, restaurants and other services
that are open.
The most up to date, science based information regarding Covid-19. Ensuring that parks and
playgrounds stay closed and that it is enforced.
Nothing, it is what it is. We are all in the age group of fully healthy individuals.
Number of cases within the city rather than by the county.
Information on restrictions. Information on opening when that happens
Open up again. Let the weak, elderly, and imunecompromised stay home, and let everybody else get
back to work.
Get rid of all Happy Valley council members who voted for the Scouters Mountain development.
obviously have brain damage.

They

I feel like I have the information I need.
I believe open stores should take the precautions New Seasons has taken, and let the public know that
masks are required everywhere.
Local ordinances or policies related to covid 19. Park closures, etc.
Better educate the city residents and provide a positive public stance supporting our social responsibility
to those around us. It’s incredibly difficult for school age children (trying to follow the
governments/CDCs guidelines) when they are sitting in homes (located so close together) listening to

their neighborhood friends playing outside their windows while blatantly ignoring social distancing
guidelines. It goes on all day on our street. There is a huge disconnect between the families that are
doing their part to social distance and the families who think the guidelines do not apply to them. There
are families who are respected in the community that are very publicly supporting ignoring the
recommendation. It sends a clear message to those all around them. That message is counter productive
to the safety of HV residents. I believe it is the governments opportunity to provide true leadership at
the time their constituents need it.
Any local residents infected
Clearly identify which natural areas are ok to go to and which are off limits.
Spread of disease in HV.
A better breakdown of areas of HV affected by Corona Virus..not just Clackamas County count.
Who can work, starting the reopen of business, and schools.
More transparency about lifting isolation orders
None - the city has been very responsive.
Updates on the end of this unjustified lockdown. Businesses should be allowed to operate at their own
discretion.
CDC.
The internet and wireless connection on top of Mt Scott has made it difficult to work from home.
"I am at high risk as I am in active treatment for cancer (metastatic disease has spread to my lungs). It is
vitally important we do everything we can as a city, county, and state to protect everyone.
It would be reassuring to know the City of HV will do as much as possible to keep the residents safe."
Location of testing sites
Open up sooner than later
Help with filing for unemployment. Confusing questions when I still have a job but unable to work at
this time as I have been furloughed.
Time table with action plan to start up the city again. With clear benchmarks. We need to bring our
communities back into a productive atmosphere without the fear driven panic over-information. Let’s
give some focus to positive news.
My family and I have been practicing social distancing and I wish others did too. I appreciate that the
City of Happy Valley took the initiative to close down our parks when they realized people were not
taking social distancing seriously. Please continue to support social distancing.
What businesses are open and closed? There are many discrepancies
Perhaps how local businesses are responsible to the threat? Like are hours are different, masks required
in the stores, limit of people allowed inside... etc

"An app that notifies you if you've been near or in contact with someone with covid 19"
When we plan to allow all business owners to open and start operating their businesses again.
accurate case counts and testing availability locally
When businesses will.open back up again.
"Some things not addressed:
- where to get tested if I think I have it
- where to get tested for antibodies
- when we will go back to work
- which businesses will be first in line to open up
- the “you have to wear a mask to enter this store” is very elitism and does not align with the equity our
city traditionally stands for. #myfacemychoice"
How it’s affecting our community
Up to date information on what the city is doing and what city services are opened\closed
The City should strongly support physical/social distancing measures as directed by health authorities
and build community consensus/support for these measures. It would be dangerous for all of us to end
social distancing measures too early. if public opinion is divided or turns against social distancing, we risk
unnecessary deaths and more infections.
Business updates for restaurants and stores...encouraging residents to wear masks at stores and medical
offices
No more info needed
When we will get more, better testing.
What plans they may have to enforce safe practices in local businesses
Expected opening plans locally
When can Beauty salons open?
Reenforce social distancing guidelines and require masks when at stores etc.
Any government assistance available to me
we are good
How the businesses are operating (or not) locally, and how the City is helping its residents meet their
needs.
Opening the parks and putting hand sanitizer would be appreciated. The quarantine lifting of restrictions
in the coming weeks and it would be nice to see the city support these efforts. People need to get back
to work and adjust to a new normal. Hiding out at home while the economy crashes is not sustainable.

None, maybe known cases?
If there are any current outbreaks in the City. Occasional information on local businesses and how they
can be utilized or how their services may have changed during the pandemic. Updated information or
advice on going out to public places (notification when things start to re-open and how they might be
operating differently, stores that require you to wear a mask to enter, health care resources available,
etc.
Daily updates
What are the next steps to open up the city in a responsible manner. People are already showing a
pattern of not staying at home and there has to be a new phase to managing access to services.
Number of people in our city that have needed MEDICAL INTERVENTION to beat this. Because if you
show how low that number is. It shows this quarantine is completely unnecessary
Case numbers and outcomes
The numbers of how many are infected in HV and what the city is doing to prevent and prepare for a
second wave.
Keeping us up to date is much appreciated
I'd like to know if crime begins to increase in Happy Valley, or of there are any specific concerns that we
should be aware of.
Continue to share the businesses that are open to our community during this time.
I get my information from the Oregon Health Authority website, It is a very good source. It was not listed
as a choice on this survey and that surprised me.
"Faced based information only. The Mayor needs to have a mask for his messages."
When city and state parks will reopen
Any person or household with CV-19, please share the info (with still honoring their privacy)
How many in our area have been tested and how many have tested positive.
Maybe a list of farms and restaurant distributors in the area that are offering curbside pick up. We’d like
to assist local businesses and avoid going inside stores when possible.
I feel I have all the information I need. It seems to me that until we are more easily able to do testing
and contact tracing, we should all stay home as much as possible.
Listen to the concerns of individuals, like my mother, who lives in an independent retirement HV
community, Glenmoore. She calls herself an inmate now, not a resident. I have not been able to see her
for over a month. I’m bringing her home to live with us. It’s been a very cruel experience for both of us.
Where to get disinfectant sheets. No one has. Same for gloves. If we are to go out these things seem
essential. I am concerned about the numbers of adults and children wandering the neighborhood. No

masks. Today I saw a family, with small children, in the closed playground. How will we get better and
be able to feel safe when their are citizens exposing themselves to possible virus? What can be done!
Unemployment, landlord right if tenant is not paying rent.
The most conservative recommendations regarding “opening up”. Keep our people safe! Don’t open
too quickly!
We’ve quarantined long enough. The virus is not going away and we need to start living with it.
What businesses are open. We need to support our local business
what services and stores will be opening first? Is there a specific plan for Happy Valley?
Rates of infection, recovered etc within our geographic area.
How many people are being tested daily.
List of businesses that are still open, their hours, and their social distancing plan. Also a tentative open
date for businesses that are closed.
Local businesses with delivery services and their contact information
I would like the City of Happy Valley to share the expectations regarding physical distancing in public...in
buildings and outside while exercising. Also, keep updating as new symptoms from COVID-19 are
discovered at the CDC.
percentage of people who have been sick with COVID 19 in Happy Valley.
"How many cases currently in Happy Valley?
Please require all Happy Valley businesses to require masks."
"What will be open & when.
Safety precautions
Covid cases In Clackamas area
Any up to date information"
Where to get sanitizer and wipes. I'd love to know how many people in my neighborhood or zip code are
sick. Clackamas county is so huge it doesn't help to know that information.
How to advocate for local businesses suffering during this time. What to do if neighbors are not
following guidelines and can pose a risk to my household.
When tests will be available and why testing isn't occuring
We need more testing available so where will that happen? How often will that happen? We are
fortunate as we are retired with pensions but how can we help others?
Number of tested positive vs those who have been tested in our specific community instead of the
county.

When can we get tested?
Timeline for gathering with grandchildren
How are we supporting the needy in our community?
To know that medical and health professionals are guiding reopening practices. I’m not comfortable
with politicians and special interest groups making these health decisions for the greater community and
country.
Telling people to stop inviting everyone over to walk our stairs and hills !
When everything will reopen
A plan for reopening.
Information on where local outbreaks may have occurred.
None
Supportive services, activities and fun in the community such as a social distance drive in movie? Police/
department parade, etc
Timeline for access to parks. Normal business hours for grocery stores. List of businesses hours.
What stores are implementing the best practices for social distancing and sanitation for customers.
Reopening plan of local businesses and actual time frame, if possible. Where, if any, testing sites might
be, close by? Other than that, we're good.
What are our #s looking like as a county vs stare vs other states
Tests done vs. new cases vs. deaths - statistical data on the county level.
A list of can and can ya once we slowly re open
How to take care of someone in the household who shows symptoms of virus.
How is will support our community while we follow the stay home order. Clear support and leadership
of efforts to prevent the spread of the disease.
What is open/closed, numbers of cases in the area, promote local businesses
When a Happy Valley park will reopen.
What businesses are open and their procedures for doing business with them.
Early symptoms
Collaboration between Happy Valley and Clackamas - regulations throughout the county that are
consistent and effective.
More specific geographical locations of positive cases and information about individuals who have had it
and have and passed away and also those who have recovered. More testing or if there has been a good
amount of testing what those statistics are to see how widespread it is.

The number of cases of infected people in Happy Valley specifically. Testing and tracking locations.
Where and when to find toilet paper and hand sanitizer.
I suspect we all want to know who in our community is affected... is it my next door neighbor or
someone in Molalla? It matters, this virus has shown some of the absurdity of keeping health
information strictly confidential. Health is a community issue. Put up very clear signage on public
properties. Signs that say a park is closed, when trails are open is not clear communication. Let people
use parks, play fields, tennis courts with restrictions. Continue to encourage social distancing, good
hygiene, wearing masks when entering any place of business and highlighting positives. Let us know
when our new community center with a real pool will be built... not even kidding, we need something to
look forward to.
Which businesses and restaurants are operating and how (takeout, delivery, curbside pickup etc)
I like hearing that the COHV is enforcing the rules (shutting down playground equipment was the right
thing to do). I also appreciate the upbeat way the city’s social media encourages people to follow the
rules and stay safe.
How to get essentials delivered without paying an extra $15-20. Walmart was supposed to be teaming
up with local neighbors to deliver in their neighborhood but have yet to see this in action locally.
Local impact of the virus and social and economic changes.
I think we have adequate information at this time.
Timeline on opening up the city and what is the plan for the fall when the flu season hits. We need to
keep things open and moving.
Cases and where the infected people have been in the last few days.
Requiring everyone to wear masks when in public
Any services to assist high risk residents -- my father lives with us and has lung cancer so COVID-19
would be devastating and likely fatal.
Number of cases in our area
Truthful/accurate information and community encouragement to continue social distancing and mask
wearing. Keep businesses closed longer.
A list of store hours with special hours, expectation ie mask only, and in store number limits.
Updates on safety measures local businesses are taking to remain safe
When it will be over
What percentage of people living in Happy Valley are actually working from home? How many people in
Happy Valley have tested positive? How can we stress the importance of keeping distance from others
while shopping at New Seasons Market where I am a manger?
How many covid cases currently in our area.

To show the Survival rate more then the death toll
Testing
Get trump off the tv
The truth about the cause of the deaths of these people... Why are the funeral homes in the hospitals
being made to declare them Covid deaths?
Science based information on how and when things should re-open
We seem to have a problem with Internet connection. Now that many students and teachers are all
working from home the Internet is bogged down and my job from home is more difficult because of it.
Honestly I think people need more info on why they should continue to social distance
I don’t have a recommendation. I feel my household is informed.
I did not see this concern on the survey but it would be nice to have enough tests available. The
frustration is that we have no way to be tested unless we are really sick and displaying symptoms.
I would like us to open up public parks and areas for responsibly social distancing activities. Mental
health is affected as we are forced quarantine.
Real-time closure and re-opening information, and the number of COVID19 cases currently active in our
city reported daily.
Additional support for school children - maybe phone calls to students to check in, a homework hotline,
some sort of regular help. Also our healthcare workers need support - emotional and physical.
Open the economy up....
Where the hot spots for Covid are in the Portland area
A plan to reopen slowly
Continued updates on COVID-19. Also most enforcement on people keeping 6 feet distance while
outside in public places of the city.
What criteria is being used to open our close parks and outdoor spaces? What criteria is being used to
determine which business is opened out closed?
What is open and what is not
I’d like to city to provide more strict guidelines to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and enforce them
efficiently.
When everything will be open.
Communication of any local outbreaks, educating people more on preventative measures.
It would be encouraging to see the City of Happy Valley be more proactive in confirming how many
people of Happy Valley have had the virus. Based on symptoms, it is highly probable that my friends
and family had COVID-19 in early December through February.

Knowing the number of cases and deaths in Clackamas County, since the Governor isn't supplying this
information. Would give me an idea of exactly where I would be safe to go out to, if I need to.
Would like to see recommendations for universal mask wearing when outside. Most of my neighbors do
not wear masks outdoors. Also stats about the epidemic in Happy Valley, broken down by neighborhood
if possible. I want to know how much disease, both confirmed and estimated cases, is in the community.
It would be helpful to know the dates and businesses that were visited by COVID-19 positive people.
Living with the question "Was I exposed when I went out to pick up groceries last week?" and having no
way to find the answer is troubling.
What is the plan and timeline for opening things back up?
I am good, thanks
No need for city people to waste more public resource on pandemic. Dozens of cities charting different
paths in same basic areas. Was annexed into Crappy Valley against my will...after decades of satisfactory
county services. CV jacked up taxes & added fees, but added nothing. Other than excessive street
sweeping! Put those drivers to work cleaning median planted areas.
To open back up the county
I don’t know - there is so much conflicting information I no longer know what is true and what to
believe.
Transmission information
We appreciate the city’s efforts to keep our community safe.
Masks for all shoppers. If you think you are safe research and find those that nearly died. Early January I
was in ICU.. My heart was infected. Happy Valley has been very informative. Been isolating since January
by myself and doing fine.. Safe in Happy Valley�
"Number of individuals impacted (tested positive) in the city. Why are some grocery stores not being
strict on social distancing protocols in place?"
When will HV create COVID-19 testing?
City is doing a good job!
Any information on when things may open back up
Plans for keeping our community safe when things start to reopen.
An action plan outlining when daycare/schools are safe to open as well as areas such as parks and other
recreational services.
Truth from the White House would be most helpful!
Am ok
What businesses are open

Interested in how we help those who have been significantly impacted. Volunteer opportunities.
Up to date information about testing, hospital status, current stay home orders, etc.
I don’t feel the need for more information, but it would be good to know the number of COVID-19 cases
in Happy Valley vs just Clackamas County, and the names of public places infected people visited.
Action plan regarding preventing future outbreaks
When things such as small business will re-open and what the plan for school is for the fall
Links to reliable news sources- University of Michigan Medical School has a great site with a ton of
reliable, non-biased information
Enforcing the rules at the local parks. Today we noticed families playing at the park by oregon trail
elementary. They removed the yellow caution tape. Please put up stronger barriers.
What is available in the city and what is not
Rates of infection in areas of Clackamas
We are trying to complete some construction work. We do not know if the city employees are available
to meet and assist us in conducting business. Enforcement of social distancing at the parks.
Advocating for people who are economically impacted by COvid19. SBA loan advocacy. Rental
assistance programs for people who need it. Is there excess to food banks in the area?
No information. Using common sense and reopening ALL as soon as possible.
HV grant approval!
It would be nice to know if anyone in HV has come down with Covid19. Also would be helpful if the
citizens would not hoard all the TP and disinfectants.
Park information
What restaurants are doing carry out so we can support them. Which grocery stores are doing robust
social distancing activities right now.
I would like to have a timeline from a professional as to how long this is likely to last.
Schedule for what and when things will be reopened in a measured, responsible way to support our
healthcare capacity.
What parks and trails are open
That’s above my pay grade
CDC information
List of businesses that follow covid protocols and employees and patrons are required to wear masks
while in their business, trails less than six feet wide that are open and individuals are required to wear
masks while using.

On the local level just reminding citizens about safe practices in the HV public and retail spaces is
important
How many are infected in HV.
How to keep my family and home safe and sanitary from Covid 19
How are basic services being covered during closures. What's operational and what's not.
Nothing, pretty up to date.
Where can we get tested for the virus or its antibodies.
A hard look at the science and statistics to considering reopening
What HV restaurants are open for curbside/takeout.
I would like to know businesses that require employees and patrons to wear masks and provide
distancing of 6 feet or more, along with providing hand sanitizers and or wipes to use for in store use
and following health protocols. These are the businesses I will patronize as businesses open up.
Updating cases within the city. Updates on places that open and what is not
To know promptly if there is an outbreak in the HV area or in schools (once they are back in session)
This survey would have more beneficial 3 weeks ago
Active things to do outside with kids since the parks are closed.
Information on number of residents with covid and info on where they have been when contagious
Breakdown of positive cases by zip code, not just county. Updates on what the city is doing to move
towards reopening businesses, parks, etc.
None. I work in health care and am waiting on lessened restrictions from the State.
Number of cases inside the city, places to purchase masks with local Curbside/porch pickup
The plan to gradually reopen public spaces while maintaining social distance and crowds.
"# of cases in Happy Valley.
Identifying known locations/times of exposure."
It would be helpful to know where the positive cases live or where they have been.
Not sure.
I feel adequately informed at the moment
The rate of infection in Happy Valley
Report the number of cases daily in Happy Valley.

The only issue we are having right now is getting unemployment (as are most people) for my husband
who has been off for 4 weeks. Luckily we have a cushion, but I know many others don't.
Current number of cases in hv
Testing would be nice..
I have nothing to add.
Number of cases in the area.
Nothing additional
"Local info:
- shopping local
- helping locals in need
- what‘s open/ what‘s closed/restricted"
Remind kids, particularly teens, to maintain social distancing. From what I have seen, there are a lot of
kids, mostly teen boys, who roam around in groups and don’t maintain distancing from each other. The
kids don’t appear to be from the same household.
When businesses are allowed to open and what may be required if any (eg customers wearing masks...).
We’re ready to get back out to salons and restaurants.
Test sites or plans
Do we have any positive cases in Happy Valley or deaths. What about testing. Are we going to have
testing in our area?
Where is it in happy valley
More specific information related to cases in our city. Have only been able to see data for Clackamas
County. My sister in CA can see cases and deaths by city, not just county level.
Facts. Scientific facts.
For the parks to reopen
Contests and things to do with kids. We’re so bored!
Current hours and requirements/covid precautions of businesses that are open
I am doing fine!
Info about contact tracing and breakouts in our community (ClackConis so large geographically). Ideas
of activities we can do during the stay at home order.
When are we opening gyms, restaurants, shopping centers, salons, etc!!!
Links to scientific information, reputable sources, etc.

I would like reassurance that the entire community is taking this seriously and reinforcement to
continue to follow the governor’s guidelines. I am concerned about people who do not believe the bulk
of scientists, epidemiologists and medical experts and place their economic concerns above the health
and safety of the community. I appreciate and empathize with people who are more impacted than I am
but if we have a spike in illnesses and deaths because we remove restrictions too soon, that will
negatively impact the community as a whole.
What you're doing to prevent the spread of the disease; a list of resources for people who need them; a
list of resources for small business owners; information on why it's important to remain on lockdown to
prevent the spread of the pandemic; information about what's being done when people break the rules.
A timeline for when we can get back to normal
If there are any known cases, how many, where, etc
Opening dates for outdoor rec
Open up parks
Do we have anyone with this diagnosis in HV? Thank you
Why I have to work when I'm at high risk due to several autoimmune disorders.
I would like measured responses to people who are choosing to ignore social distancing
recommendations.
Clear support for continuing social distancing practices.
How many people in Happy Valley are infected
I would really like to have a breakdown of cases by city, or at least zip code. My husband and I are both
over 70. Though it’s been encouraging to see a large percentage of HV residents wearing masks in more
crowded or enclosed places, there are still many that don’t wear them, or have them pulled down below
their noses. It’s more comforting for older residents if those around them are wearing the masks. I
know we all are feeling isolated, but keep in mind that this will likely be the new normal for the
foreseeable future for the elderly. Treat those around you like they are your mother, and they’re 80..
They could continue to remind everyone about social distancing etc. Give updates on local hospitals, and
what is occurring locally
Infection rate in Happy Valley, and if those cases are clustered in a particular area. A general map
showing infections would be helpful. Not highlighting individual houses, but streets and/or
neighborhoods.
Is the City still having open meetings? Are the Two Pleasant Valley North Carver Comp Plan open
houses that were postponed being rescheduled?
"I am overloaded already with information from many sources!
Don't need any more from H.V. unless it's specific to our local area/stores,.
If there is too much info from the city, I will likely not read any of it."

Testing services should be available
to disclose by zipcode how many positives and also deceased, tested in my community by zipcode would
be great
Love seeing the lists of open businesses.
Info on when recreational sites will be open again
It would be nice to know what stores have senior hours so I would know when I could shop outside of
those hours
How we can support local business that are adversely impacted by the closures.
A count of people in my city infected with the virus and the age and if they have any underlying health
conditions
"I would like to find the more convenient disposable masks.
Also, Please be specific whether seniors and high risk people can go back to taking care of grandchildren
when you release parents to go back to work."
Asking people to stop hoarding supplies
I feel I have adequate information.
How many cases in HV, vs elsewhere and it would be great as the weather warms up and talks of some
reopenings occur, public needs to be well informed of park behavior. It’s been a challenge even with just
trails open people aren’t giving space to others.
Number of positive cases in Happy Valley and Clackamas.
Happy Valley specific info eg open businesses in need of support, locations for safe exercise etc
When we move from a society of histrionics and 'scare the hell out of people' news stories, to some
strategic moves to get people back to work and get society back to a more rational state. Has it been
tough on everyone? Sure, Is it time to move back to normal? Way past time.....
How about testing and is that available for us or neighbors?
It would be nice to have updates on what is going on in our city. A lot of information comes from social
groups and some things escalate to arguments and disagreements. Would be nice to know what is
happening with updates when there is police activity, break ins, social distancing issues, and so forth.
Number of cases in our city, number needing hospitalization, number on ventilators, and number who
passed.
The City is doing a wonderful job in communication with its citizens. Thank you for all you do.
reopening plan

